
ITEM 9 

MANAGER'S REPORT NO. 74 

COUNCIL MEETING 1980 12 01 

RE: BURNABY CENTRAL AREA TRANSPORTATION STUDY 
TRANSPORTATION PLANNING PRIORITIES 
(ITEM 17, REPORT NO. 70, 1980 NOVEMBER 17) 

Following is a report from the Director of Planning regarding the above 
subject. 

RECOMMENDATION: 

l. THAT the recommendation of the Director of Planning be adopted. 

* * * * * * 

TO: MUNICIPAL MANAGER PLANNING DEPARTMENT 

1980 November 25 FROM: DIRECTOR OF PLANNING 

SUBJECT: BURNABY CENTRAL AREA TRANSPORTATION STUDY 
TRANSPORTATION PLANNING PRIORITIES 

RECOMMENDATION: 

l. THAT Council adopt the recommendation in the attached 
report; viz. 

SUMMARY 

"THAT Council approve the terms of reference for 
the Burnaby Central Area Transportation Study 
and authorize the retention of a qualified consul
tant to carry out the requisite work". 

On 1980 November 17, (Manager's Report No. 70, Item 17) Council consid
ered the attached report requesting the authorization to retain a 
consultant to carry out the Central Area Transportation Study. Arising 
out of Council's discussion of this subject, the following motion was 
adopted: 

"THAT this matter be referred back to the Di rector of 
Planning for a list of the ten most pressing jobs pres
ently underway in the Transportation Section of the 
Planning Department." 

This report lists ten of the most pressing major projects under consider
ation by the Transportation Section and other projects that are currently 
being progressed as a matter of urgency. 
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REPORT 

MAJOR TRANSPORTATION PLANNING STUDIES 

Listed below, in order of priority, are the ten most urgent major 
projects under consideration by Planning staff: 

l. Burnaby Transportation Study - This computer modelling study is 
to be carried out jointly by Burnaby and G.V.R.D. staff. The 
study is accorded highest priority because the results which 
will be derived from it will provide input to other major 
projects. Progress on this study has been preempted by other 
work but is expected to be resumed shortly. 

2. Hastings Corridor Study - This project is currently being under
taken by a consultant working with Municipal staff, and it is 
anticipated that it will be complete before the end of the year. 

3. Hastings/Gaglardi Connector - This project is to be reviewed 
jointly by Municipal and Ministry of Transportation and Highways' 
staff relative to other projects, such as the widening of the 
Barnet Highway and the examination of the feasibility of a 
waterfront extension of the Barnet Highway to Vancouver. The 
Hastings/Gaglardi Connector is considered a key element for early 
implementation in the Comprehensive Transportation Plan. 
Preliminary work on this study is currently being carried out. 

4. Central Area Transportation Study - The terms of reference for 
this study are appended to the attached report. This proposed 
that a consultant carry out this work in order to allow Municipal 
staff to pursue other pressing work items. 

5. Marine Way/10th Connector - The preliminary design for this 
project and its timing are to be reviewed by staff at the request 
of the Burnaby Transportation Committee. This review is the major 
outstanding item currently before the Burnaby Transportation 
Committee. 

6. Metrotown Transportation Improvements - A Consultant study has been 
carried out addressing the future transportation needs of Metrotown. 
Further work is required to evolve a strategy for implementation 
of improvements. The urgent concern at this time is the alignment 
of the proposed L.R.T. system through the core area and the 
ultimate implementation of a major transit interchange. 

7. Traffic Management in the Lougheed Corridor - The implementation 
of traffic management measures in this corridor is considered a 
matter of urgency. A comprehensive approach is to be taken to 
the definition of transport management strategy (as is currently 
being carried out for the Hastings Corridor). 

8. Traffic Management on other Corridors - Less pressing than the 
Lougheed and Hastings Corridor is the need to address the traffic 
management requirements for Canada Way and Kingsway. In part, 
Kingsway traffic management will be considered relative to improve
ments in Metrotown. 

9. The Design of the Stormont/McBride Connector - The design of this 
project is one of the outstanding items that is to be reviewed 
jointly by staff from the Municipality and the Ministry of Trans
portation and Highways. 
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10. The Alignment of Phillips - The alignment of Phillips Avenue south 
of Broadway is one of the outstanding issues to be jointly 
addressed by the Municipal and the Ministry of Transportation and 
Highways' staff. 

CURRENT WORK ITEMS 

Progress on the above major work items is contingent upon the availability 
of staff resources relative to the normal transportation workload, other 
items requested by Council, matters relative to the Implementation of the 
Comprehensive Transportation Plan and the initiative of other agencies 
such as the Ministry of Transportation and Highways and the G.V.R.D. 
Apart from the normal day to day workload,items that are currently under 
active consideration by Municipal staff include: 

l. Trolley extensions into Burnaby in three corridors. 
2. Design of the Queensborough north bridgehead road 

connections. 
3. Commuter Rail 
4. G. V. R. D. Regional Road Pl an 
5. Design of Byrne Road 
6. Costing of L.R.T. alignment options in Burnaby. 

CONCLUSION 

The Central Area Transportation Study is considered to be a high priority 
project by both the Planning and Parks & Recreation Departments. Our 
appraisal of staff resources relative to current and projected work 
items indicates that this study should be carried out by a consultant, 
in accordance with the attached report, if the study is to be completed 
in the near future. 

PL: l f 

Attachment 

cc: Municipal Engineer 
Parks and Recreation Administrator 
Municipal Treasurer 

A. L. PARR 
DIRECTOR OF PLANNING 
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RE: CENTRAL AREA TRANSPORTATION STUDY 

Following is a report from the Director of Planning regarding the above 
subject. 
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For information, it had been previously proposed that the study be undertaken 
as a joint project involving the Parks and Recreation Commission and the 
Planning Department. To this end, the Parks and Recreation Commission approved 
an amount of $7,500 (i.e. one-half of the total estimated cost) in its 
1980 Recast Budget submission. However, for accounting purposes, the 
Treasurer has recommended that the full amount be placed in one budget 
account and, for this reason, the entire $15,000 figure is now shown in the 
Planning Department's 1980 Recast Budget, as this is a Planning Dept. project. 

RECOMMENDATION: 

l. THAT the recommendation of the Director of Planning be adopted. 

TO: 

FROM: 

MUNICIPAL MANAGER 

DIRECTOR OF PLANNING 

* * * * * * 

SUBJECT: CENTRAL AREA TRANSPORTATION STUDY 

RECOMMENDATION: 

PLANNING DEPARTMENT 
File: 08.126 
1980 NOVEMBER 13 

l. THAT Council approve the terms of reference for the Burnaby 
Central Area Transportation Study and authorize the 
retention of a qualified consultant to carry out the 
requisite work. 

REPORT 

The Municipality's cultural, recreational and administrative facilities 
that are concentrated in the central area complex are beset by a number 
of transportation related problems. For example, successive administrators 
of the Heritage Village Museum have been concerned about parking and 
accessibility relative to that facility. Similarly, the ultimate use of 
the Riley House is contingent upon resolution of questions of accessibility 
and parking relative to that property. These and other transportation 
related issues, however, are interdependent and therefore cannot be 
resolved in isolation. 

Accordingly, the attached terms of reference have been prepared for a 
comprehensive transportation study of the area. The terms of reference 
have been considered and agreed to by the Parks and Recreation Commission 
at its meeting of 1980 November 05. 

The Parks and Recreation and Planning Departments believe that this work 
should be pursued as a matter of urgency in view of the pressing nature 
of the problems that exist and are projected to arise. Although this study 
has been on the Planning Department's work program for some time, the 
availability of staff resources relative to other pressing work items 
precludes the completion of this work in-house. It is proposed, therefore, 
that a consultant be retained to carry out the required work and a sum of 
$15,000 has been placed in the Planning Department's Recast 1980 Budget. 

PL: l f 
Attachment 
cc: Municipal Engineer 

Municipal Treasurer 
Parks and Recreation Administrator 

s--

N~ 
A. L. PARR 
DIRECTOR OF PLANNING 
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The Municipality of Burnaby has an extensive cultural, recreational 
and civic complex in Central Burnaby in the vicinity of the Kensington 
Avenue interchange of the Trans Canada Highway. Although centrally 
located, some of the functions within this area are perceived to have 
a poor level of accessibility from both Regional and major Municipal 
road networks. Additionally, there is concern regarding vehicular 
as well as pedestrian circulation in the immediate area and the 
adequacy of existing car parking facilities. 

A number of long term transportation and land use issues in the area 
must be resolved by the Municipality, including the development of 
a secondary transit interchange in the area as well as the implemen
tation of a major east-west collector. How this callector would 
relate to Canada Way and the Kensington interchange of the Freeway 
is an unresolved issue between the Municipality and the t1inistry of 
Transportation and Highways. 

A comprehensive approach is required to determine the scope of existing 
and potential problems, and to develop alternative strategies for the 
resolution of those problems in both a short term and long term. 
Accordingly, the Departments of Planning and Parks & Recreation have 
agreed to jointly retain a qualified consultant to carry out the 
requisite study. 

STUDY AREA 

Attached as Figure l is a map showing the central area of Burnaby and 
delineating the major land use/study areas. The area of primary concern 
is highlighted and inc·ludes the following major existing uses/functions: 

I. Central Administrative Area 

i. Municipal Hall 
ii. Municipal Hall Annex 

iii. Justice Building (Courts, R.C.N.P.) 

I I. Century Park 

i . A rt Gal le ry 
ii. Burnaby Arts Centre (Administering Studios, Cowan 

Theatre) 
iii. Heritage Village Museum 
iv. Park 

III. Deer Lake Park 

i. Swimming Geach 
ii. Boat Rental 

iii. Park 

The above list is not meant to be all-encompassing as the proposed 
study must address short term and long term changes/expansions in use. 
For example, the plans for recycling the historically significant 
"Riley" property have been stalled by a lack of a comprehensive 
approach to the traffic problem. 

It is expected that the zone of influence for this study will extend 
considerably beyond the delineated area of primary concern both in 
terms of defined problems and proposed solutions. 
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The proposed study must be carried out within the framework of existing 
Municipal policies and plans. The major guides to land use planning 
in the area are the "Central Administrative Area Development Concept" 
and "Deer Lake Park - A Plan for Development" (March 1977). Some 
of the detail of proposals contained therein have been overtaken by 
more recent initiatives. 

The Municipality's transportation planning is to be carried out in the 
context of Council adopted policies: "Transportation Policies for 
Burnaby" (1979 April) and the "Burnaby Comprehensive Transportation 
Plan" (1979 July). Attached as Figure 2 is a map of the Conceptual 
Transportation Plan which is an integral part of the overall plan. 

SCOPE OF STUDY 

70 
17 

117 

A. In order to define the extent of the existing and potential problem, 
the consultant will be expected to collect and analyse data 
required to: 

determine travel patterns in the study area 

establish parking requirements for individual land uses 

inventory existing parking facilities and usages 

establish the deficiencies and special accessibility 
requirements of individual land uses 

gauge the effectiveness of the existing and proposed 
pedestrian circulation systems 

establish whether there are deficiencies in public transport 
services to/within the area 

estimate future demand for all transportation services and 
estimate potential deficiencies in the supply of transpor
tation facilities. 

B. The consultant will be expected to propose alternative short and 
long term strategies that will meet the transportation needs of 
the Central Area in accordance with Municipal policies and plans 
(and propose amendments to these policies where considered 
appropriate). 

A comprehensive approach is to be taken to the recommendation of 
a transportation plan for the area that will fully address the 
issues raised in the problem definition stage. 

C. Throughout the study, the consultant will be expected to work 
closely with Municipal staff and liaise with other agencies as 
required. 

Burnaby Planning Department 
1980 October 
File: 08. 126 
Attachments 
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FIGURE l CENrnAL BURNABY 
A - BURNABY LAKE REGIONAL PARK 

f\ l - Curna by Lake Soorts Complex 
A2 - W83t ern Continuation of Burnaby Lake Regional Park 

B - CENTRAL ADMI NISTRATIVE AQEA 
C - MUN ICIPAL ADMINI STRATI VE A~EA 
D - CENTURY PARK - MUNICIPAL CULTUrAL AREA 
E - DEER LAKE PARK 
F - BURNABY CE NTRAL SECONDARY SCI iOOL 
G - FIRE DEPARTMENT AN D PARK USE 

~- AREA OF PRIMARY CONCERN 
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FIGURE 2: BURNABY CENTRAL AREA TRANSPORTATION STUDY 


